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Abstract: Interfacial interactions and wettability alteration remain as the main recovery mechanism
when modified water is applied seeking to obtain higher oil recoveries. Fluid-fluid interaction
could lead to the development of the called viscoelastic layer at the interface in oil-brine systems.
This interfacial layer stabilizes thanks to the slow chemical interaction between oil polar compounds
and salts in the brine. This study investigates the role of sulfate presence in injection brine that
could possible lead to develop the interfacial viscoelastic layer and hence to contribute to the
higher oil recovery. Furthermore, polymer flooding is performed in tertiary mode after brine
flood to investigate/unlock the synergies and potential benefits of the hybrid enhanced oil recovery.
Brine optimization is performed using the composition of two formation brines and four injection
brines. Moreover, interfacial tension measurements and oil drop snap-off volume measurements are
performed in parallel with the core flooding experiments to define the role of interfacial viscoelasticity
as the recovery mechanism other than wettability alteration. Synthetic seawater spiked with
double amount of sulfate depicted potential results of interfacial viscoelastic layer development
and hence to contribute the higher oil recovery. Total oil recovery after secondary-mode using
sulfate-modified water and tertiary-mode polymer flood was higher than the combination of seawater
brine in secondary-mode and polymer flood in tertiary-mode. Nevertheless, experiments helped
us concluding that the amount of sulfate added is a critical factor to obtain maximum oil recovery
and to avoid pore-plugging problems. We, therefore, demonstrate that executing a detailed fluid
optimization leads to promising laboratory results, potentially linked with an improvement in the
economics of the field applications.
Keywords: oil recovery; interfacial viscoelasticity; sulfate-modified water; EOR; polymer flooding
1. Introduction
Water-quality control is an important aspect of process applications, mainly from the operational
point of view [1]. Quality control leads to better results when the water flooding process is applied
for the purpose of enhanced oil recovery (EOR). Martin [2] first observed an increase in oil recovery
using low-salinity water in sandstone reservoirs. Subsequent studies found that not only low-salinity
water flooding but also chemically modified/smart water flooding could lead to increased oil recovery.
Some researchers have used the terms low salinity and smart water synonymously [3].
Low salinity involves the dilution of injected water (i.e., seawater/produced brine) with fresh
water to reduce the total dissolved solids (TDS) [4–8]. This reduces the ionic strength of the injected
water but the hardness may remain the same. On the other hand, smart/modified water involves
manipulating the ionic strength (hardness) of the injected water [9]. This manipulation is aimed at
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disturbing the established rock–oil–brine ionic equilibrium, which could result in optimum oil recovery
by improving the microscopic displacement efficiency. Hence, the hardness of injected water is also
manipulated by the ionic concentration.
In a simple sense, modified water flooding involves either the addition of active ions/salts or
the removal of inactive ions/salts from the injection brine. This addition or removal of specific
salts changes not only the salinity but also the hardness of the brine [10]. Morrow et al. [11] first
proposed the concept of smart water, which led to later investigation of the impact of injected water
composition on oil recovery [12–18]. Chemically modified water flooding has been studied as an
EOR technique through sandstone core plugs and field tests [9,19–23]. Modified water flooding has
received significant attention as an EOR technique due to its low cost and environmental friendliness
compared to other EOR methods. Modified water is created through the manipulation of injected brine
chemistry [7,8,19,20,24,25]. This manipulation includes the removal of specific inactive ions/salts as
well as the addition of some active ions/salts. The modification of injected brine’s salinity and hardness
establishes rock–fluid and fluid–fluid interactions in the reservoir and initiates the various recovery
mechanisms responsible for higher oil production.
1.1. Recovery Mechanisms of Low-Salt/Sulfate-Modified Water
Modified-water flooding and low-salinity flooding have common recovery mechanisms, presented
in Table 1, namely wettability alteration [26–29], multicomponent ion change (MIE) [8], clay swelling [8],
change in pH value [23,25] and fluid–fluid interaction at the oil–brine interface [30–32]. However,
this research mainly focuses on the investigation of wettability alteration and the interfacial mechanism
at the fluid interface. Both mechanisms are based on the ionic activity among the injection brine,
formation brine, oil polar compounds, and rock matrix. The expectation is that modified water injection
disturbs the established rock–oil–brine ionic equilibrium due to the role of active ions (potential
determining ions, PDI), helping to produce more oil.
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Table 1. Recovery mechanisms found in the literature for low-salt brine/modified water injection.
No. Mechanisms Approach/Evaluation Formation Active Salts Ref.
1 Wettability alteration Core flooding, IFT Sandstone and Carbonates Low-salt brine [33]
2 Fine migration, Wettability alteration IFT, Core flooding Sandstone and Carbonates Low-salt brine [34]
3 Transition state Sand adhesion tests for 3-pH ranges Quartz Sands NaCl, CaCl2 [35]
4 Wettability alteration Sand-pack flooding Sand-pack Decreasing NaCl [9]
5 Wettability alteration Spontaneous imbibition, Core flooding Sandstone Low-salt brine [5]
6 IFT, Wettability alteration, MIE Core flooding, Simulation Sandstone Low-salt brine [36]
7 Double layer expansion Contact angle, Core flooding Sandstone Low-salt brine [37]
8 COBR Core flooding Sandstone Low-salt brine [38]
9 Wettability alteration, Pore plugging Core flooding Sandstone Low-salt brine [39]
10 Wettability alteration, PH-value Core flooding, Sand-pack, Crushed sand Sandstone Low-salt brine [25]
11 Wettability alteration Core flooding Sandstone Softened Formation brine (Ca. Mg) [40]
12 IFT IFT Various Ca, SO4 [41]
17 Various Review publication Various N/A [42]
18 Various Review publication Various N/A [43]
19 Various Review publication Various N/A [44]
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1.1.1. Wettability Alteration
Wettability alteration of the reservoir from an oil-wet to water-wet state is a well-established
recovery mechanism of low-salinity/modified water flooding, as many studies have reported [26–29].
The injection of modified water disturbs the established rock–oil–brine ionic equilibrium, which, in turn,
releases the oil polar compounds attached to the rock surface [7]. The detachment of oil compounds
causes wettability alteration from oil-wet to water-wet. According to information reported in the
literature [5,10,33], the basic requirements for the successful application of either process, low-salinity
or modified-water flooding, are similar. The following are requirements for wettability alteration of
rock formations from an oil-wet to water-wet state to be the primary oil recovery mechanism:
• Reservoir rock should be oil-wet/intermediate-wet [5,13,34].
Oil polar compounds are attached to the rock surface through divalent cations bridging and result
in an oil-wet/intermediate-wet state. Modified water flooding detach these polar compounds and
change the reservoir wettability to water-wet condition, as shown in Figure 1, and hence produces an
additional oil recovery.
• Existence of polar compounds in the oil [30–32].
Asphaltene and naphthenic acids (NAs) present in dead oil act as surface active compounds.
These both surface active compounds stabilize not only water-in-crude oil emulsions but also constitute
the stable interfacial film at the oil–brine interface. Slow and irreversible adsorption process of
asphaltene at the oil–brine interface produce interfacial viscoelastic layer [35–37]. Improved oil–brine
interface’s rheological properties due to presence of asphaltene are reported by Acevedo et al. [38].
NAs are another important fraction of crude oil and are composed of cycloaliphatic carboxylic acids
(R-COOH) [32,39]. These NAs are accumulated at the oil–brine interface being hydrophilic in nature.
Further, NAs can react with cations present in the brine to form naphthenic salts. These salts can
dissociate in the aqueous phase or can accumulate at the oil–brine interface. However, the role of NAs
remains uncertain. Some researchers claim that NAs develop stable oil–brine interface elasticity [32],
while others reported these salts can soften the interfacial film [40].
• High content of divalent cations in the formation brine [14,41].
Divalent cations (Ca+2, Mg+2) present in the formation of brine establish the chemical bondage
between negative oil polar compounds and negatively charged rock surfaces, as shown in Figure 1.
These ions are responsible for altering the sand-stone wettability from water-wet to oil-wet during the
aging process.
In addition, contrary to previously reported cases, recent research has proposed that the presence
of clay is not important for wettability alteration from an oil-wet to water-wet condition [42].
Figure 1. Wettability alteration mechanism of SO4−2 in sandstone. (A) Refers to oil-wet and (B) refers
to water-wet condition of reservoir [8].
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1.1.2. Oil–Brine Interfacial Interactions (Interfacial Viscoelasticity)
Some authors have proposed the role of fluid–fluid interfacial interactions as a recovery mechanism
other than wettability alteration, as presented in Table 2. They claim that wettability alteration cannot
be the only factor in low-salinity/modified-water flooding contributing to high oil recovery [22,33,37].
Therefore, another parameter that plays an important role in modified water flooding is the interfacial
interaction between the brine and oil phases (fluid–fluid interaction).
These properties are static interfacial tension as well as dynamic interfacial rheology caused by
ionic interfacial interactions at the fluid interface [30,43]. Additionally, in recent years, a great deal of
research has investigated the role of interfacial rheology (dynamic interface response) in the brine–oil
system, as presented [22,44].
Mohamed and Alvarado [22] reported the impact of sulfates on brine–oil interfacial elastic moduli,
viscous moduli, and viscoelasticity. Mohamed and Alvarado [22] summarized that five times and three
times higher (spiked) sulfate (3S and 5S) in seawater results in the highest response of viscoelasticity
and viscous and elastic moduli. Similarly, Alvarado et al. [44] showed the impact of sulfates on elastic
moduli. Alvarado et al. [44] concluded that Na2SO4 results in the highest elastic moduli over time
(hours) at the oil–brine interface compared to NaCl and CaCl2.
From the results of Mohamed and Alvarado [22] and Alvarado et al. [44], it can be concluded that
the spiked amount of sulfate improves the oil–brine interfacial interaction. Mohamed and Alvarado [22]
reported that 3S and 5S brine produced optimum interfacial viscoelasticity. Improved dynamic stability
forms a mechanically stable interfacial surface at the brine–oil interface and prevents snap-off oil
droplets. Further, detached oil compounds develop liquid–liquid interaction with modified water
to develop a stable layer at the interface [6,9]. Some researchers believe the formed fluid interface
(oil–brine) is the main recovery mechanism other than wettability alteration [36,37,42,45].
In light of these findings, ionic manipulation plays a key role in developing interfacial interaction
between brine and oil (fluid–fluid interaction). Studies show that the interfacial film forms when the
NAs and asphaltene present in crude oil and divalent ions in the aqueous phase accumulate at the
interface [35,36]. However, this layer is sensitive to brine salinity and forms a more stable layer under
low-salt brines. According to Mohamed et al. [22], sulfates improve interfacial rheology between the
two phases, resulting in higher oil recovery. In other words, from a fluid–fluid interaction point of view,
sulfates could improve the stable interface resulting in oil-phase snap-off suppression and increase
the oil drop size [6,22,46]. The fluid–fluid interaction is developed at the interface between the oil
polar compounds and ions present in the brine forming a layer. The layer assists in transporting the
continuous oil phase and resists the oil snap-off, hence producing more oil [47].
While the above-described studies of both recovery mechanisms—wettability alteration and fluid
interfacial interactions—provide valuable information, the role of the main recovery mechanism of
these two processes remains uncertain and needs to be investigated.
Table 2. Some studies found in the literature, with focus on interfacial interaction as a potential
recovery mechanism.
No. Mechanism Approach Formation Active Salts Ref.
1 Wettability alteration, DLE,Oil–brine int.
Spontaneous imbibition,
Interfacial rheology Sandstone
SO4, Low salt brine
(36,600–5460 ppm) [22]
2 Oil–brine interfacialinteractions
Interfacial viscoelasticity,
Core flooding Sandstone
SO4, Low salt brine
(1%–10% of 0.674 M) [48]
3 Oil–brine interfacialinteractions IFT N/A Ca, Mg, Na, SO4 (5760 ppm) [20]
4 Oil–brine interfacialinteractions Core flooding Carbonate
SO4, Low salt brine
(3535–37,102 ppm) [49]
5 Oil–brine interfacialinteractions
Langmuir Trough, Oil
drop Volume, G’,G”
Moduli
N/A SO4, Low salt brine(5761–16,407 ppm) [50]
6 IFT IFT N/A Ca, SO4 [51]
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1.2. Sulfate as the Effective Potential Determining Ions (PDI)
Multivalent ions play a significant role in designing effective modified water. Therefore,
most laboratory studies have investigated the impact of spiked SO4−2, Ca+2, Mg+2, BO3−3, and PO4−3
on oil recovery [6,10,52,53]. These ions are called potential determining ions (PDI) [13]. Due to their
high ionic charge, these ions disturb the established rock–oil–brine (ROB) ionic balance and caused the
release of polar oil compounds. In other words, PDI catalyzes the fluid–fluid and rock–fluid interaction
process inside the reservoir. One important aspect is that among these PDIs, sulfate SO4−2 has proven
to be the most effective for application in sandstone and carbonate reservoir rock [8,13,22,53].
Mohamed and Alvarado [22] investigated sulfate as a key parameter to design a smart water recipe
for Berea sandstone core plug. According to authors, brines 3S (three times sulfate in seawater) and 5S
(five times sulfate in seawater) brine showed promising results for oil–brine interfacial viscoelasticity
and produced the highest oil recovery. Therefore, the amount of sulfate to be added in the modified
water is a critical factor in the effective flooding process.
The wettability alteration process in sandstone reservoirs (clay and quartz) by a spiked (increased)
amount SO4−2 is summarized in Figure 1. A spiked (increased) amount of SO4−2 in injected brine
disturbs the ionic equilibrium of the system, resulting in the replacement of negative oil polar
compounds with SO4−2 through Ca+2 and Mg+2 bridging the rock surface. Thus, oil polar compounds
are released, and SO4−2 is attached to the rock surface through ionic bridging, resulting in a water-wet
rock surface [7].
Nevertheless, a higher concentration of sulfate can be problematic when a significant amount
(supersaturation) of divalent cations (Ba+2, Sr+2, and Ca+2) are present in the formation water. The latter
is known as supersaturation that could get worse due to the chemical reactions, since for instance
precipitation of CaSO4, BaSO4, and SrSO4 can occur. If the reservoir temperature is high enough,
then this issue, also known as scaling, could potentially worsen compared with lower temperatures,
as high temperature enhances the precipitation process [54,55]. This process, in turn, will cause major
injectivity issues due to the generated formation damage and pore plugging around the wellbore [56–58].
Precipitation and pore-plugging problems challenge the efficiency of sulfate-modified water injection
and can make any project uneconomical. In 2016, Ghosh et al. [57] studied the prediction of precipitation
formation using a simulation technique and presented scale control methods.
Similarly, monovalent ions have no significant impact on additional oil recovery and are defined
as non-PDI (Na+1 and Cl−1 and K+1). Thus, monovalent ions should be either removed or diluted to
design the modified water. To enhance the wettability alteration of rock formations from oil-wet to
water-wet, some researchers have proposed decreasing the Na+1 concentration in the injected water
to design optimum modified water for the target reservoir system [46]. Moustafa and Shedid [46]
showed the impact of decreasing the amount of non-PDI (Na+1) and increasing the amount of PDI
sulfates (SO4−2) in injection brines. The obtained results indicate that increasing the amount of SO4−2
and decreasing the amount Na+1 produces higher cumulative oil recovery. However, pore volumes
injected to achieve oil recovery from core plugs are less realistic compared to field-scale applications.
Therefore, oil recovery obtained below 5 pore volume (PV) injected is relevant, focusing on the
field-scale application.
1.3. Hybrid EOR Processes
Modified water with an increased amount of sulfates, combined with other EOR methods,
is expected to produce additional oil recovery due to multiple recovery mechanisms. Similarly,
the combination of polymer flooding with other EOR techniques has demonstrated positive effects on
oil recovery, as shown in Table 3.
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Table 3. Summary of hybrid enhanced oil recovery (EOR) studies found in the literature.
No. Mechanisms Approach Formation Flooding Plan Ref.
1 Hybrid EOR Pilot test Sandstone Diluted produced brine + Low salinity polymer [59]
2 Hybrid EOR Review Sandstone Low salt brine + Low concentration polymer [60]
3 Hybrid EOR Pilot test Sandstone Low salt brine pre-flush (800–1300 ppm) + Polymer flood (1000 ppm) [61]
4 Hybrid EOR Pilot test Sandstone Low salt brine pre-flush + Polymer flood (800 ppm) [62]
5 Hybrid EOR Pilot test Sandstone Low salt brine pre-flush (500 ppm) + Polymer flood (800 ppm) [63]
6 Hybrid EOR Core flooding Sandstone Low salt brine pre-flush (5000–30000 ppm) + Polymer flood (2000–4000 ppm) [64]
7 Hybrid EOR Core flooding Sandstone Low salt brine pre-flush (3600 ppm) + Polymer flood (300–1000 ppm) [65]
8 Hybrid EOR Core flooding Sandstone Low salt brine pre-flush (6900 ppm) + Polymer flood (1000 ppm) [66]
9 Hybrid EOR Core flooding Carbonate Low salt brine pre-flush (6900 ppm) + Polymer flood (2000–3000 ppm) [67]
10 Hybrid EOR Numerical simulation Sandstone Low salt brine (700–5000 ppm) + Polymer flood (1000–1500 ppm) [68]
11 Hybrid EOR Numerical simulation Sandstone Low salt brine (10 times seawater) + Polymer flood (13.5cP) [69]
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A potential benefit of the hybrid EOR method is the role of multiple recovery mechanisms in
enhancing the capability of the flooding process. Reservoir wettability from oil-wet to water-wet
is established during modified-water flooding as a pre-flush and changes the fluid distribution in
the pores. Oil-phase moves from small pores to large or medium pores due to wettability alteration.
Polymer flooding as tertiary mode after modified brine produces the oil phase present in big pores
due to favorable mobility ratio. Further, this technology can be used for a proposed commercially
economical EOR method. During the combined EOR flooding process, low-viscosity/concentration
polymers are injected after the modified water [6,10,65]. However, recovery factors obtained are
promising compared with high-concentration polymer flooding alone. Moreover, small concentrations
of polymer in the hybrid method also reduce the potential environmental risks.
2. Overall Methodology and Approach
This work investigates the ability of combined EOR techniques (modified brine injection and
polymer flooding), known as the hybrid method, to enhance the capability of the flooding process.
The objectives of this paper are achieved using the following methodology, as shown in Figure 2,
to gather data and evaluate the results:
• Optimization of Formation and Injection Brines: Two types of formation brine and four types of
injection brine were generated. The primary approach was to prepare brines, focusing on the role
of increasing the sulfate and varying the TDS of the synthetic seawater (SSW) to correlate with the
impact of salinity on oil recovery.
• Polymer Diluted Solutions at Target Concentration: Low-concentration (750 ppm) polymer
solutions were prepared to achieve a viscosity ratio of 2 between the oil and polymer. Polymer
solutions were prepared to investigate the synergies and benefits of the combined EOR processes.
• Contact Angle Measurements: Contact angle measurements were performed to confirm
the wettability alteration of Bentheimer core plugs from a water-wet to oil-wet condition.
Two approaches were adopted to cross-validate the results.
• Mechanical degradation of polymer solutions: This step allowed us to understand and define any
possible degradation prior to the core face and to draw better conclusions on polymer performance.
• Fluid–fluid Interactions: Interfacial tension and interfacial viscoelastic response measurements
were performed to investigate the ionic interaction between oil polar compounds and active ions
in brine. The results of fluid–fluid interactions were incorporated to determine the possible impact
on oil recovery.
• Oil Recovery through Hybrid EOR Process: Different brines were flooded through oil-wet core
plugs, as the secondary mode, followed by tertiary-mode polymer flooding. The purpose was to
investigate the synergies of the promising hybrid EOR process.
Figure 2. Descriptive flow chart of materials and methods.
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3. Materials and Methods
3.1. Fluids and Chemicals
3.1.1. Brine Composition
For this study, two groups of brines are prepared through mixing different salt components with
deionized water:
• Group 1 is used to evaluate the different formation brines using SSW and doubled TDS of synthetic
seawater (2*SSW TDS).
• Group 2 is prepared to optimize a modified water based on the divalent ions, specifically
with sulfates.
Synthetic seawater (SSW) is used as the base brine and therefore as a benchmark. Brine optimization
is performed by addition of sulfates or removal of sodium ions. A detailed description of the used
brines can be seen from Table 4. SSW + 2SO4−2 represents the base brine (SSW) with a doubled amount
of sulfates while SSW + 4SO4−2 indicates the quadruple amount of sulfates. While SSW – Na represents
the complete removal of sodium ions from SSW. For all brines, filtration is performed using 0.2 µm
MF-Millipore Membrane Filter (Sigma-Aldrich) by applying ~40 psi (2.76 bar) N2 gas pressure, in order
to avoid any undissolved solvent or small particles.
Note that in order to avoid any concern regarding solubility of SO4−2, as well as any precipitation
issues, we have used a seemly low amount of within our experiments. This approach led us avoid
precipitation and possible damaging chemical interactions, e.g. precipitation of calcium sulfate (CaSO4)
and magnesium sulfate MgSO4”.
Table 4. Chemical composition of formation and injection brines.
Chemical Formula
Total Dissolved Solids (g/L)
Group 1
Formation Brines
Group 2
Injection Brines
Brine 1 Brine 2 Brine 1 Brine 3 Brine 4 Brine 5
SSW 2*SSW SSW SSW+2SO4−2 SSW+4SO4−2 SSW-Na
NaCl 23.97 47.94 23.97 23.97 23.97 0.00
KCl 0.80 1.60 0.80 0.80 0.80 0.80
CaCl2·2H2O 1.11 2.21 1.11 1.11 1.11 1.11
MgCl2·6H2O 11.04 22.08 11.04 11.04 11.04 11.04
SrCl2·6H2O 0.03 0.05 0.02 0.03 0.02 0.02
Na2SO4 3.93 7.86 3.93 7.86 15.73 3.93
NaHCO3 0.27 0.55 0.27 0.27 0.27 0.27
TDS 41.15 82.31 41.15 45.09 52.95 17.18
Hardness 0.13 0.13 0.13 0.11 0.09 0.48
Density (g/cm3) @22 ◦C 1.03 1.04 1.03 1.02 1.04 1.02
η (mPa.s) @45 ◦C 0.63 0.7 0.63 0.68 0.68 0.65
Brine hardness is calculated using the proportion of divalent ions in each brine. The parameter
R+1 is defined according to Equation (1) by weight, as explained by Tabary et al. [70] and Tay et al. [71].
R+1 =
∑
(Divalent cations)∑
(Total cations)
(1)
3.1.2. Polymer Solutions
A synthetic, high molecular weight and viscoelastic polymer -Flopaam 6035 S (provided by SNF
Floerger from Andrezieux, France) is used to prepare the diluted solutions. Flopaam 6035 S is a
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co-polymer of acrylamide and acrylate, suitable for reservoirs with temperature up to 70 ◦C with high
Molecular Weight (MW) and reported viscoelastic behavior [72–77]. Diluted solutions are prepared
using three injection brines (brine 1, brine 3 and brine 4) of Table 4 keeping a constant polymer
concentration (750 ppm) using the approach adopted by Hincapie [73]. Polymer concentration of
750 ppm is defined to obtain a viscosity ratio of two between oil and polymer solution. Further,
a detailed description of the rheological characterization and the concentration determination is
described under fluid optimization section of previous work [7,8,10]. Diluted solutions are filtered
using a 5.0 µm MF-Millipore Membrane Filter (Sigma-Aldrich) to avoid any undissolved fish eyes.
3.1.3. Dead Oil
Centrifuged and degassed dead crude oil (TAN is 1.15 mg KOH/g) is used for all experiments.
Oil was filtered through a 5.0-µm Millipore filter to avoid the solid particles and thick residue.
Main crude oil properties measured at 22 ◦C are Density (g/cm3) 0.88, 29.42 ◦API gravity, η (mPa.s) 23.00.
3.2. Porous Media
Bentheimer core plug samples are used in this study. Plugs are trimmed with an average length
and diameter of 60 mm and 30 mm, respectively, and stored in the oven at 60 ◦C for at least 3 days.
The performed routine core analysis (RCA) parameters can be seen from Table 5. Porosity (Φ) is
measured using a Micromeritics 1340 pycnometer and permeability using a gas permeameter (kg) and
brine (kb). FB* represents the formation brine in the core plugs.
Table 5. Characteristics of the core plugs used in this work.
Core L D phi,Φ PV kg kb Swc Soi FB*
mm mm % mL mD mD % %
T1 59.99 29.52 27.18 8.95 3272 2148 20.61 79.39 SSW
T2 60.11 29.36 26.53 9.18 3231 2067 15.66 84.34 SSW
T3 60.4 29.08 26.22 8.19 3775 2051 21.39 78.61 2*SSW
T4 60.08 29.34 26.2 8.58 3464 2113 20.52 79.48 2*SSW
T5 60.37 29.31 28.56 8.05 3434 1946 20.97 79.03 2*SSW
T6 60.22 29.3 26.41 9.2 3438 1944 17.80 82.20 2*SSW
T7 60.09 29.44 26.76 9.2 3244 1952 17.89 82.11 SSW
T8 59.93 29.33 26.06 8.8 3112 1970 18.67 81.33 SSW
T10 59.87 29.33 26.43 8.4 3370 2108 26.36 73.64 SSW
AVE. 60.12 ±0.17
29.33 ±
0.11
26.73 ±
0.73
8.72 ±
0.45
3371.11
± 180.41
2033.22
± 76.56
19.99 ±
2.86
80.01 ±
2.80 -
Figure 3 provides a schematic representation of the core-flood setup. It consists of three ISCO
pumps connected in a multi-flow arrangement (infusion/withdrawal). The core plug is placed in a core
holder that receives confining pressure of 30.0 bar, applied using an ISCO injection pump by a control
pressure mode. A backpressure valve of 2.0 bar is used to establish system pressure. The following
steps were performed for core preparation and two-phase experimental evaluation:
1. Water Saturation: Vacuum saturation is used for initial water saturation at 100% Brine.
2. Permeability to Water (Brine): SSW brine is injected at three injection rates (0.5, 1.0 and 0.5 mL/min).
3. Oil saturation to initial water saturation (Swi): Oil saturation of core plugs is performed using a
porous plate with a maximum injection pressure of 8.0 bar.
4. Core Ageing for Wettability Alteration: All cores are aged at 45 ◦C (core flooding experiments
temperature) for six weeks prior to each core flood experiment, in order to establish attachment
of polar components on the core. The wettability alteration of Berea and Bentheimer sandstone
core plugs through a two- or three-week aging process has been established by many
researchers [22,42,78,79].
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5. Two-phase flooding experiments: The workflow/sequence adopted for the core flooding
experiments is listed in Table 6. Bump rate injection is performed to avoid capillary end
effects before tertiary mode flooding.
Figure 3. Sketch of core flood experimental setup.
Table 6. Implemented sequence/work-flow to perform the core flooding experiments.
Formation Brine Secondary Mode Injection Tertiary Mode injection
2*SSW
SSW Bump Rate Polymer prepared in SSW
SSW+2SO4−2 Bump Rate Polymer prepared in SSW +2SO4−2
SSW+4SO4−2 Bump Rate Polymer prepared in SSW +4SO4−2
SSW-NaCl Bump Rate Polymer prepared in SSW +2SO4−2
SSW
SSW Bump Rate Polymer prepared in SSW
SSW+2SO4−2 Bump Rate Polymer prepared in SSW+2SO4−2
SSW+4SO4−2 Bump Rate Polymer prepared in SSW+4SO4−2
SSW-NaCl Bump Rate Polymer prepared in SSW+2SO4−2
SSW Bump Rate SSW +2SO4−2 Polymer prepared in SSW
V (ft/day) 1 2.3 1
3.2.1. Contact Angle Measurements
Measurements were performed at room temperature (i.e., 22 ◦C) using the SSW brine. The core
plug face was polished to achieve maximum smoothness and hence saturation with SSW. The core plug
was placed with the smooth surface inside brine, and an oil drop was introduced from the bottom with
a syringe system developed in-house. The oil drop came in contact with the plug surface, and contact
angle measurements were performed over time. Furthermore, the core plug was saturated with dead
oil to achieve connate water saturation, and plug aging was performed at 50 ◦C in an oven for six weeks.
The aged core plug was immersed in SSW using the same procedure described earlier, to measure
the contact angle between the oil-drop and rock surface. The core plugs were initially assumed as
water-wet, and the aged plug was expected to become oil-wet due to the aging process, or mix-wet
in the other case. Note that some additional measurements were performed using the pendant
drop method (OCA 15 from Data Physics OCA-Series with some modifications) for cross-validation
purposes. Modification of the pendant drop method included the oil-drop production procedure using
the technique described earlier in this section. Image processing for contact angle measurements was
performed using the OCA 15 device from DataPhysics Instruments GmbH (Germany). Contact angle
measurements were performed for the core plugs aged for six weeks.
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3.2.2. Mechanical Degradation of Polymer-Before Entering the Plug Face
Polymer solutions are injected through a stainless-steel pipeline (inner diameter = 1/8 inch) located
between the injection pump and the core plug inlet. Polymer solutions are pumped at a rate of
0.15 mL/min (the same injection rate of the core flood) to investigate polymer mechanical degradation
that occurs through pipes and valves. The main rationale is to define/determine in which percentage
polymer degradation occurs before entering the core plugs. Degradation is therefore determined based
on a comparison of the steady-shear viscosity before and after using Equation (2).
Degradation Rate (DR) =
ηo − ηe
ηo
∗ 100 (2)
where, ηo= viscosity of the original solution, and ηe= viscosity of the degraded solution.
According to different authors, e.g., [80], mechanical degradation is caused by the constant shear
rate exerted by the pipe walls.
3.3. Fluid–Fluid Interaction
3.3.1. Interfacial Tension (IFT) Measurements
Oil–brine interfacial tension (IFT) measurements are performed to study the influence of brine
monovalent and divalent ions (SO4−2, Ca+2, Mg+2) at the oil–brine interface. IFT measurements are
performed at room temperature of 22 ◦C using the Du Noüy ring method (Prozessor-Tensiometer
KRUESS GmbH K12). The input parameters of the device are oil and brine densities and the procedure
for the evaluation can be described as:
A metallic ring is placed on a fire for a few seconds to burn any organic compound if present.
The sample holder is filled with the brine sample, and a measurement ring is inserted in the brine.
Device calibration is performed. The oil phase is filled at the top of the brine phase to the marked
level. Measurement is performed by selecting the ring movement from bottom to top (brine to oil
phase). Towards the end of the measurement, IFT at the oil–brine interface is measured through the
force experienced by a sensor attached to the metallic ring. IFT measurements are performed between
the dead oil and the five brines presented in Table 4.
3.3.2. Interfacial Viscoelastic Response (IFV)
This measurement does not provide a direct measure of interfacial viscoelasticity (G’ and G”).
Rather, an indirect response of oil-drop size at the snap-off point incorporates with the dilatational
elasticity. A 2.5 µL oil drop is produced in the specific brine phase through a syringe. Ten minutes of
settlement time is provided to establish the ionic equilibrium between oil–brine phases. Ionic interaction
between oil polar compounds and brine divalent ions is expected to happen during this time at the
fluids interface. Oil (2.5 µL) is further injected after 10 min time interval to increase the oil drop size.
Further ionic interaction time of 10 min between both phases is established. Subsequently, 2.5 µL oil is
injected to increase the oil drop volume further. This oil-drop increasing process continues until the
oil drop snap-off happened from the needle. The stable interfacial viscoelastic layer is estimated to
produce big oil drop size before the snap-off point
Oil-drop involves two forces in opposite directions before the snap-off takes place. The first
force, known as the buoyancy, occurs in an upward direction due to oil density. The second force
is the interfacial elasticity, which acts downwards, establishes the oil-drop attachment to the needle,
and suppresses the oil-drop snap-off. Oil-drop size continues to increase in the case that the downward
force at the interface is higher than the upward force. After a definite increase in oil-drop size, buoyancy
leads the interfacial elastic force and oil-drop detachment happens from the needle.
This investigation helped the study of the dilatational elasticity produced at the oil–brine interface
due to ionic reactions. The strong dilatational elasticity response produces a stable interfacial elastic
layer, which is expected to produce a big oil-drop before the snap-off point. Similarly, Morin et al. [47]
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and Mohamed and Alvarado [22] demonstrated that elastic interfacial film is stable and resistant to
snap-off. Improved oil–brine interface will assist continuous oil flow during flooding and is hence
correlated with the higher oil recovery.
3.4. Rheological Measurements
Rheological experiments are performed using a Kinexus pro+ rheometer by Malvern Instruments
Ltd. to characterize polymer solutions. A double gap cell stainless steel (316) geometry is used.
The type of double gap geometry used is DG24/27 R0427 SS, where the bob outer diameter is 24 mm
and cup inner diameter is 27 mm. Steady shear viscosity measurements are performed using the
double gap geometry. Fresh polymer solutions are utilized for each measurement starting from lower
to higher shear rates. Rheometer calibration and inertia error correction are performed prior to each
measurement and viscosity measurements are performed for fresh solutions in order to avoid the
possible minor changes in polymer molecular structure. For further details on the detailed rheological
measurement evaluation, refer to the author’s previous publications, specially [72], with further details
in [74–76,81,82].
4. Results and Discussion
4.1. Wettability Alteration
Contact angle measurements of aged Bentheimer core plugs confirmed the attachment of the
polar oil compounds to the rock surface and wettability alteration from water-wet (Figure 4) to an
oil-wet (Figure 5).
Figure 4. Contact angle between synthetic seawater (SSW) saturated core plug and oil drop at 0 min
(left side) and after 60 min (right side). Top images are obtained from in-situ device and bottom Images
represent the Pendant drop method contact-angle measurement.
The water-wetness of the Bentheimer core plug saturated with SSW was determined, as the
oil drop did not result in any change in the contact angle over time (Figure 4). Water-wetness of
Bentheimer sandstone has depicted that rock surface is strongly hydrophilic. The hydrophilic rock
tendency, in turn, could not imbibe the oil-drop when in presence of the brine saturated core plug.
Hence, the oil-drop shape when in contact with the rock surface remains unchanged resulting in no
contact angle change. For the oil-saturated and aged core, a change in the contact angle was observed
over time, confirming a possible wettability alteration due to the attachment of polar compounds
with the rock surface over the aging period (Figure 5). It is assumed that Bentheimer has a negligible
amount of clay (less than 1%), so quartz causes this wettability modification. The result is supported
by Al-Saedi et al. [42], who reported that quartz behaves similarly to clays. According to Skauge et
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al. [79], the aging of Bentheimer cores at 50 ◦C for three weeks would induce the attachment of oil
polar compounds to the rock surface.
Additional observations were made using the pendant drop method to validate the contact angle
measurements. This approach was used to measure the contact angle between the saturated core plugs
(seawater and dead oil) and oil drop, as shown in Figure 4 (bottom images) and Figure 5 (bottom
images), respectively. A similar trend was observed, as core plugs saturated with brine showed a
water-wet condition while oil-saturated, aged core plugs were altered to an oil-wet condition.
Contact angle results obtained from both approaches, in-house measurements (top images) and
pendant drop method measurements (bottom images), are in line. The brine-saturated core plug
indicated water wettability of the core plug. However, the six-week aging process of the oil-saturated
core plug resulted in wettability alteration from a water-wet to oil-wet condition. This wettability
alteration to an oil-wet state was caused by the oil polar compounds’ attachment to the rock surface
through the bridging reaction of divalent cations present in the formation brine, as shown in Figure 1.
Divalent cations bridging resulted in rock surface change from hydrophilic to hydrophobic. However,
to establish hydrophobic conditions, formation brine must have a significant amount of divalent
cations and oil should contain sufficient polar compounds. The slow chemical interaction during
aging process, established the negative oil polar compounds attachment to negatively charged rock
surface through divalent cations bridging. In contrast, the other hydrophobic surfaces (limestone)
established oil-wet condition through a direct ionic interaction between positive charged rock surface
and negative oil polar compounds. Therefore, we consider that the presence of divalent cations is an
essential requirement to achieve the hydrophobic state in sandstone rock.
Figure 5. Contact-angle measurement between oil-saturated, six-week aged core plug and oil drop at
0 min (left side) and after 60 min (right side). Top images are obtained from in-situ device and bottom
images represent the pendant drop method contact-angle measurement.
4.2. Fluid–Fluid Interaction
4.2.1. Impact of Sulfates on IFT
Table 7 presents the defined IFT response for each solution tested in this research. The results
suggest that an optimum concentration of sulfate is a critical criterion to design adequate
mechanized/modified water based on the fluid–fluid interfacial mechanism. SSW+2SO4−2 had
the highest IFT value, which means it also resulted in the development of an elastic layer at the oil–brine
interface. Therefore, the actual impact of both factors (rigid interfacial layer and coalescence-suppressing
interfacial barriers) on oil recovery needs to be cleared from the core flooding experiments. Two main
points can be derived from Table 7.
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• Doubling the amount of sulfates in SSW resulted in a doubled value of IFT (compared to SSW).
It is assumed that changes obey the ionic reaction happening at the interface. Interactions between
divalent ions in the brine and oil polar compounds (asphaltene) at the interface formed a stable layer.
The results of Mohamed and Alvarado [22] and Moustafa and Shedid [46] support this assumption.
Morin et al. [47] proposed that this elastic layer at the interface correlates with producing more oil due
to continuous oil flow because the layer is resistant to oil-phase rupture. The improved interfacial layer
developed at the fluid interface helped produce higher IFT measurements for SSW+2 SO4−2 brine.
• Quadrupling the sulfates in SSW resulted in a decrease in the IFT response.
A possible explanation for this behavior is the presence of an excessive amount of sodium in the
brine. An excessive amount of sodium in the brine can implicate the development of naphthenic salts
through the reaction between sodium in the brine and NAs in the oil. Naphthenic salts are accumulated
at the oil–brine interface and soften the interfacial film [40]. According to Alvarado et al. [43] and
Moradi and Alvarado [30], the controlling mechanism is associated with two coalescence-suppressing
interfacial barriers between fluids.
Table 7. Interfacial tension (IFT) between brines and crude oil at 22 ºC.
Brine
IFT 1 IFT 2 IFT (Average)
mN/m mN/m mN/m
SSW 2.03 2.37 2.20
SSW+2 SO4−2 4.66 4.28 4.47
SSW+4SO4−2 2.11 2.01 2.06
SSW-0NaCl 2.85 3.02 2.94
2*SSW 3.15 3.39 3.27
4.2.2. Interfacial Viscoelastic Response (IFV)
Table 8 summarizes the defined data. The observed behavior appears to be in line with the
results reported for the IFT response. SSW+2SO4−2 depicted the biggest drop size before the drop
snap-off point, and the drop was sustained on the needle for 43 min. It is assumed that this is due to
the improved oil–brine interface layer developed by the slow and irreversible adsorption process of
asphaltene-sulfate at the oil–brine interface, as discussed earlier [35–37]. This adsorption process of
asphaltene-sulfates resulted in the development of a stable interface between the oil and brine [38].
Moreover, the induced interfacial layer made the oil-drop resistant to rupture, or the oil-drop snap-off
from the needle occurred after a longer time interval. Both sulfate and NAs produced repulsion forces
at the interface, as shown in Figure 6B. The ability of NAs to improve the oil–brine interfacial elasticity
was also reported by Havre and Sjoeblom [32]. These repulsive forces resulted in a higher IFT response
at the fluid interface. This higher IFT indirectly resulted in the development of an interfacial elastic
layer at the fluid interface. Hence, the stable and elastic interfacial layer continued to produce large oil
drops with increasing oil influx until the buoyancy force overcame the interfacial force. The higher
buoyancy force caused oil-drop snap-off from the needle. Moreover, the strong interfacial layer made
the oil drop resistant to rupture or snap-off from the needle for 43 min, in Table 8.
Table 8. Oil drop-size analysis before snap-off.
Brine
Time Till Snap-Off Oil Drop Size
Minutes µL
SSW 21 7.5
SSW+4SO4−2 11 5.0
SSW+2SO4−2 43 12.5
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Figure 6. Ionic activity of sodium and sulfate ions to develop small and large drops, respectively.
(A) refers to attractive forces between opposite charges at fluids interface and (B) refers to repulsive
forces at fluids interface.
An additional point to note is that SSW+4SO4−2 had the smallest oil drop size at the snap-off
point. A reason for this is an excessive amount of sodium can cause coalescence-suppressing interfacial
barriers at the oil–brine interface. An excessive amount of sodium can promote the stability of
microscale water-in-crude oil emulsions at the interface and, hence, early snap-off of the oil drop from
the needle, as shown in Figure 6A. According to Kiran et al. [40], an excessive amount of sodium
results in the formation of naphthenic salts at the interface, which, in turn, softens the interfacial
barrier. In simple words, attractive forces are developed at the oil–brine interface as the result of an
excessive amount of sodium ions and negative oil polar compounds (NAs), as presented in Figure 6A.
These attractive forces result in microscale soap formation at the interface, which results in a decrease
of IFT. Hence, buoyancy becomes dominant at the small oil-drop size, which results in earlier oil-drop
snap-off from the needle.
A series of images shown in Figure 7, Figure 8, Figure 9 depict the oil-drop size development
during the snap-off evaluation. As shown, the oil drop in SSW brine developed drop volume up to
7.5 µL, which was sustained for 21 min (Figure 7), while in SSW+4SO4−2 brine, the drop volume reached
only 5.0 µL and was sustained for 11 min before snap-off (Figure 8). Moreover, in SSW+2SO4−2 brine,
the largest oil drop size developed, at 12.5µL volume, with snap-off occurring at 43 min (Figure 9).
Figure 7. Oil drop volume increased until the snap-off point in SSW brine (fluid interfacial interactions).
Figure 8. Oil drop volume increased until the snap-off point in SSW+4SO4−2 brine (fluid
interfacial interactions).
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Figure 9. Oil drop volume increased until the snap-off point in SSW+2SO4−2 brine (fluid
interfacial interactions).
As an overall observation, doubling the amount of sodium sulfate improved the asphaltene-sulfate
adsorption process at the oil–brine interface and helped develop a stable interfacial barrier.
This improved elastic response resulted in the higher IFT values and the production of larger
oil drops. Further, increasing the amount of sodium sulfate catalyzed the ionic reaction between
sodium ions in the brine and NAs in the oil. This reaction produced a negative impact on the oil–brine
interfacial film, resulting in lower IFT values and hence small oil drop production.
4.3. Rheological Evaluation
4.3.1. Steady-Shear Rheology (Shear Viscosity)
Figure 10 shows the shear viscosity of polymer solutions (injected in the tertiary mode).
The selection criteria for polymer viscosity were described in a previous study [7,8,10]. The main idea
is to select a polymer concentration that provides half of the dead oil viscosity (≈4.0 mPa.s at a shear
rate of 10 s−1); hence, 750-ppm polymer concentrations were injected in the tertiary mode for the core
flooding experiments.
Figure 10. Steady shear viscosity of polymer solutions at a temperature of 45 ◦C. Polymer solutions are
prepared in three injection brines.
4.3.2. Polymer Degradation and Stability Analysis
Figure 11 depicts the viscosity loss in the polymer solution and hence the degradation rate
(according to Equation (2)). Polymer solutions are sensitive to the amount of sulfate added to the
brine while designing the modified water. The steady shear viscosity curve shows that the higher the
amount of added sulfates, the higher the mechanical degradation observed. Moreover, the highest
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mechanical degradation, and hence the highest viscosity loss, happens when the polymer solution
enters the core. Therefore, two main insights can be drawn here:
• Mixing polymer solutions in sulfate-modified water may not be an excellent or a
promising approach.
• Mixing polymer solutions in SSW can result in mechanically stable polymer solutions, subsequently
affecting economics (utility factor).
The impact of polymer degradation can be clearly seen from Table 9. The polymer prepared in
SSW produced higher recovery compared to the polymer prepared in modified water in the tertiary
mode. A spiked amount of sulfate made the polymer solution sensitive to mechanical degradation
and sweep efficiency in porous media was an issue. This indicates that polymer–SSW flooding after
sulfate-modified water injection can produce higher recovery compared to polymer–SSW+2SO4−2.
The same polymer sensitivity results with the spiked amount of sulfates were also obtained in previous
studies [7,10].
Figure 11. Viscosity loss and mechanical degradation of polymer solutions through stainless steel pipe
before entering the core plug. B represents the fresh solution, and A represents the degraded solution
through stainless steel pipe connections.
4.4. Core Flood Experiments and Oil Recovery Observations
Table 9 summarize the results obtained for the core flooding experimental workflow defined in
Table 6. The recovery factor (RF) indicates strong dependency on the chemical composition of the
formation brine, injection brine, and, presumably, the fluid–fluid/rock–fluids interactions, as previously
discussed. The remaining oil saturation (ROS) is also included. The most relevant observations from
Table 9 can be grouped into these categories: (1) SSW as formation brine and (2) Double SSW as
formation brine.
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Table 9. Summary of core flooding experiment results and comparison of obtained recoveries (per Table 6).
Nr. Form.Brine Inj. Brine Core Φ k, brine Soi
RF Sec.
Mode
Inje.
PV
RF Bump
Rate
Inje.
PV
RF Tert.
Mode
Inje.
PV
Total
RF (%)
ROS
(%)
1
SSW
SSW T2 26.53 2067 84.34 34.27 ≈3 7.55 ≈3 13.94 ≈3 55.76 44.24
2 SSW+2SO4−2, T7 26.76 1952 82.11 45.69 ≈3 7.07 ≈3 8.84 ≈3 61.60 38.40
3 SSW+4SO4−2, T8 26.06 1970 81.33 38.98 ≈3 9.28 ≈3 9.90 ≈3 58.16 41.84
4 SSW-0NaCl, T1 27.18 2148 79.39 32.01 ≈3 14.95 ≈3 12.56 ≈3 59.52 40.48
5
2*SSW
SSW T6 26.41 1944 82.2 34.56 ≈3 10.36 ≈3 12.67 ≈3 57.59 42.41
6 SSW+2SO4−2, T4 26.20 2113 79.48 41.37 ≈3 13.59 ≈3 10.05 ≈3 65.01 34.99
7 SSW+4SO4−2 T5 28.56 1946 79.03 51.78 ≈3 11.50 ≈3 8.83 ≈3 72.11 27.89
8 SSW-0NaCl, T3 26.22 2051 78.61 45.35 ≈3 9.67 ≈3 16.32 ≈3 71.34 28.66
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4.4.1. SSW as Formation Brine (Secondary-mode Brine Flooding)
• Secondary-mode SSW injection (T2 core) resulted in the lowest RF at around 34%. A similar result
was obtained under the same flooding conditions in the previous work [10].
• Injection of chemically modified brines disturbed the ionic equilibrium system inside the core
plug. However, the aging of core plugs resulted in the attachment of polar compounds on the
rock surface (previously confirmed in this work).
• Core plug T7 had in the lowest remaining oil saturation (54.31%) after secondary-mode
sulfate-modified water injection (SSW as formation brine), as shown in Figure 12. This response
is assumed to correlate with improved fluid–fluid interfacial interaction (previously discussed).
SSW+2SO4−2 had the highest fluid–fluid interfacial interaction (IFT and IFV measurements),
as also reported by Tetteh and Barati [83]. During core flooding, the wettability alteration process
is initiated through modified brine, resulting in detachment of the oil from the rock formation.
In parallel, in the oleic phase, contact with the injected brine forms an ionic interfacial layer.
Presumably, this ionic interfacial layer helps with the continuous flow of oil. This further restricts
the oil drop’s reattachment on the rock surface, hence the plugging and entrapment of the
oleic phase.
• Flooding with SSW+4SO4−2 produced the second-highest oil recovery of 38.98%. This significantly
lowered the remaining oil saturation compared to SSW brine and SSW-Na injection, which may be
associated with improved fluid–fluid interaction. It is believed that the excessive spiked amount
of sulfates (4SO4−2) helped to decrease IFT to 2.06 mN/m. Related to the IFT and oil-drop snap-off
evaluations, the smallest drop-size detachment was observed, and the improved oil–brine interface
reaction helped produce microscale water-in-oil emulsions (or microscale soap formation).
• The oil recovery results are in line with the results obtained by Mohamed and Alvarado [22].
Maximum oil recovery was obtained by increasing the sulfates in SSW by three and five
times. According to the authors, three and five times more sulfate results in the highest
interfacial viscoelasticity.
• It can be seen from experiments Nr. 1 through 4 of Table 9 (Figure 12) that the improved fluid–fluid
properties have a dominant role compared to microscale water-in-oil emulsions for higher oil
production. Moreover, the amount of sulfate added to designed modified water is a critical
parameter that requires attention. Injecting SSW and SSW-0NaCl did not lead to additional oil
production due to a lack of active sulfate ions. It is assumed that neither of the brines could
disturb the established rock–oil–brine (ROB) ionic equilibrium and hence could not improve oil
recovery (weaker fluid–fluid interaction).
Figure 12. Oil recovery factors from secondary mode brine flooding. 2*SSW and SSW represent the
formation brines.
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4.4.2. Double SSW as Formation Brine (Secondary-mode Brine Flooding)
• Focusing on the second group of experiments (Nr. 5 through 8 from Table 9), SSW injection
produced the lowest recovery of 34.56%, leaving a significant amount of remaining oil saturation
(65.44%) in the core.
• Injecting SSW+4SO4−2 resulted in the highest RF of 51.78% and the lowest remaining oil saturation
of 48.22%, as shown in Figure 12. This behavior is in contrast with injecting SSW+2SO4−2 (Nr. 1
through 4 from Table 9), which produced the highest recovery with SSW as formation brine.
The same result can be reasonably expected for remaining oil saturation (ROS) with 2*SSW
formation brine. However, this did not happen and instead, SSW+4SO4−2 produced the highest
recovery. This is associated with the relationship between the chemical composition of injection
and formation brines. As the formation brine composition is doubled to 2*SSW, the sulfate amount
must be quadrupled in the injection brine. This process is necessary to compensate for the ionic
reaction based on fluid–fluid interaction. Therefore SSW+4SO4−2 produced the highest recovery
with 2*SSW formation brine.
• The second-lowest ROS (54.65%) was achieved by injecting SSW-0NaCl brine, as shown in
Figure 12. This result is in line with the results reported by Zhang et al. [13]. The higher recovery
is believed to be connected to the role of the PDI and non-PDI ions in the system. 2*SSW formation
brine was saturated with PDI (Ca+2 and Mg+2 ions) while the injection brine had no non-PDI
(Na+1). An additional supporting argument for higher recovery is the reduced TDS. TDS of
SSW-0NaCl were less than half that of SSW. Therefore, in this case, the low concentrations of salts
could also play a role. It can be claimed that the combined scenario of PDI and non-PDI ions and
low salinity played a crucial role in lowering the ROS. However, the ROS obtained in the T1 core
plug indicates otherwise, suggesting that the role of low concentrations of salts was negligible.
Finally, the activity of PDI and non-PDI ions support the lowered ROS in the T3 core flood.
Summarising the results of secondary-mode injection for both formation brines, it is clear that
combined mechanisms of wettability alteration in porous media and improved fluid–fluid interfacial
interactions are responsible for the higher oil recovery. Further, the spiked amount of sulfates in
injection brine significantly lowered the remaining oil saturation (ROS). In addition, both sets of
experiments further explained that the relationship between the amount of sulfates added and oil
recovery is not strictly linear. Hence, having an optimum amount of sulfates is an important parameter
to achieve the lowest ROS. These experiments also suggest that the chemical relationship between
injection brine and formation brine is essential.
4.4.3. Bump Rate: Remaining Oil Saturation
• The RF bump rate results in Table 9 and Figure 13 indicate the oil produced through the bump
rate. Bump-rate injection is performed at a higher rate (more than doubled) than brine flooding,
as described earlier. This higher injection rate could cause a higher-pressure differential along the
core and cause oil to be trapped due to capillary end effects.
• Looking at the Figure 13 for oil recovery, the T4 and T1 plugs produced the maximum oil. There is
no specific trend regarding the relationship between the bump rate and RF based on the chemical
composition of the previously injected brine. The RF obtained for the bump rate provides
significant insights into the production of trapped oil due to capillary end effects. A higher
recovery (14.95%) from T1 is expected because of the highest ROS (67.98%) after secondary-mode
brine flooding. Interestingly, however, T4 also produced significant oil (13.59%). Comparing the
RF of the T4 and T5 experiments (secondary mode), the difference becomes significant (10%). It is
assumed that some oil is released due to improved fluid–fluid interaction in T4 and could not be
recovered due to the strong capillary end effects. However, the bump rate helped to release this
trapped oil due to the excessive pressure drop.
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Figure 13. Oil recovery factors after secondary mode brine flooding and bump rate. 2*SSW and SSW
represent the formation brines.
4.4.4. Remaining Oil Saturation after Tertiary-mode Polymer Flooding
• Polymer flooding in the tertiary recovery mode also resulted in a significant reduction in ROS,
as shown in Table 9 and Figure 14. As previously mentioned, the objective is to lower ROS due to
viscosity support from tertiary-mode flooding. Therefore, the viscosity of the polymer is defined
as half that of the oil viscosity so the viscosity value lies between that of the brine and oil. It can be
argued that this oil recovery is only due to mobility control of the polymer flood. However, Shaker
Shiran and Skauge [65] found that hybrid EOR (combined EOR techniques) flooding results in
higher recovery compare to a single EOR technique.
• Looking at the recovery numbers, polymer flooding after SSW-0NaCl significantly decreased ROS
in the T3 core (with 2*SSW as formation brine). The combined effect of (potential determining
ions, PDI) ions in the formation fluid and removal of non-PDI ions in the injected fluid released oil
from the core surface, but this oil could not be produced even with the bump rate. The changes
in viscosity due to the polymer flood made it possible for this detached oil to flow. Therefore,
this contributed to lower the ROS to 16.32%. Interestingly enough, polymer flooding after SSW
flooding contributed to significant recovery (12.67% and 13.4%), but the reason for this is the
higher amount of ROS (in both T2 and T6 plugs). Moreover, comparing the final ROS from T2
and T6, the data depict the highest values among all scenarios. It is likely that polymer flooding
produced higher recoveries due to the higher ROS of T2 and T6 plugs. Subsequently, polymer
flooding after sulfate-modified water flooding reduced ROS by 9% to 11%, which is significant.
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Figure 14. Graphical overview of oil recovery and remaining oil saturation demonstrated in Table 6.
4.4.5. Final Recovery and Remaining Oil Saturation
• Table 9 and Figure 14 show that the improved fluid–fluid interfacial interaction significantly
reduced the ROS (T7 and T5 cores) in both groups of formation brines.
• Depleted Na+1 in injection brine and a spiked amount of Ca+2 and Mg+2 ions in formation brine
also produced significant oil recovery (71.34%). This result is in agreement with the data reported
by Zhang et al. [53].
• According to the final ROS data of the T3 and T5 experiments, the flooding process of T5
(SSW+4SO4−2) is commercially economical. The main reason for this is the brine processing cost
of SSW-0NaCl for T3. Na+1 removal from SSW can cost much more compared to the addition of a
small amount of sulfate in the injection brine to design the modified water. Economically and
technically, the spiked amount of sulfate is a feasible process on a commercial scale.
• The highest ROS was seen after the injection of SSW in both groups of experiments, as shown
in Table 9. As previously described, this is because the injection and formation brines shown
in Table 4 have the same hardness value. The modification of SSW to design modified water
established a contrast in hardness between injected and formation brine. This process further
manipulates the ionic equilibrium in the reservoir system. As seen in Tables 4 and 9, the lowest
ROS values were observed when the hardness contrast between injection and formation brine
is significant. To summarize, the combined EOR process worked efficiently, contributing to
significant oil recovery.
• Maximum total oil recovery was observed for the hybrid EOR process of SSW+4SO4−2 and
SSW+2SO4−2 injection in the secondary mode and polymer flooding in the tertiary mode (SSW as
formation brine). Similarly, in the case of 2*SSW formation brine, the highest total recovery was
achieved through a hybrid EOR process comprising injecting SSW+4SO4−2 and SSW-Na in the
secondary mode followed by polymer flooding in the tertiary mode. However, SSW-Na preparation
is not commercially economical, which further indicates that sulfate-modified brine should be
injected in the secondary mode. To sum up, hybrid EOR processes worked efficiently, contributing
to significant oil recovery, as found by Shaker Shiran and Skauge [65] and Tahir et al. [7,8,10].
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4.4.6. Modified Water Injection in the Post-Tertiary Mode
Table 10 describes the injection of modified water in the post-tertiary mode after SSW injection
(core T10). Note that the bump rate, before modified water injection, produced significant oil; this is
assumed to eliminate possible capillary end effects. On one hand, sulfate-modified water injection
worked well in the tertiary mode contributing to a 9.64% reduction in ROS. In contrast, sulfate-modified
water injection in the secondary mode (T4 in Table 9) contributed to 2% increased recovery compared
to the combination of SSW in the secondary mode and sulfate-modified water injection in the tertiary
mode (Table 10). This comparison leads to the recommendation to adopt sulfate-modified water
injection in the secondary mode as the best strategy.
Table 10. Core flooding experiment with tertiary-mode sulfate-modified water injection (per Table 6).
Nr. Form.Brine
Inj.
Brine
Core
Name Φ
k,
brine Soi
RF Sec.
Mode
(BF)
Inje.
PV
RF
Bump
Rate
Inje.
PV
RF
Tert.
Mode
RF
Post-Tert.
Total
RF
(%)
1 SSW SSW T10 26.43 2108 73.64 34.04 ≈3 10.21 ≈3 9.64 3.97 57.857
4.4.7. Oil Recovery Profile versus PV Injected
It was challenging to develop the oil production profile over the pore volume injected after the
brine breakthrough. Before the breakthrough, both oil and brine phases were stable in the fraction
collector due to the continuous one-phase flow. Hence, it was possible to measure oil produced over
time. After the breakthrough, oil and brine production overlapped in the calibrated collector. Oil drop
movement towards the top and brine movement towards the bottom was observed in the fraction
collector due to gravitational differences.
This opposite fluid movement created phase entrapment and a kind of emulsion, as can be seen
in Figure 15A. One reason for this could be the oil viscosity, since before the aging process, oil viscosity
was measured to be 8.0 mPa.s. However, during the six-week aging period, the evaporation of lighter
oil components reduced the oil level. Oil refilling was performed twice during the aging process to
keep core plugs inside the oil phase. Therefore, it is expected that lighter components evaporated,
leaving behind the heavier components, as shown in Figure 16. Moreover, core flooding was performed
at 45 ◦C and the fraction collector was at room temperature (i.e., 20 ◦C). It is expected that the combined
action of the temperature difference and enriched heavier oil components in the core caused phase
entrapment and emulsion development in the fraction collector, as shown in Figure 15A. This problem
was solved by providing phase settlement time at a higher temperature (45 ◦C) for 3 h. After each
flooding experiment, the fraction collector was kept in an oven for 3 h, and the volumes of both
phases (oil and brine) were measured afterward, as shown in Figure 15B. Unfortunately, this technique
could not provide the after-breakthrough produced oil values over time to draw a production profile.
Therefore, the final recovery data and pressure response are the outputs of flooding experiments.
In spite of that, oil shear viscosity before and after core aging was measured and presented in Figure 16,
where such differences appear to be explained by the evaporation of some of the components as
mentioned before.
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Figure 15. Oil produced after the brine flooding in the secondary mode. Phase entrapment during core
flooding (A) and the same fluids after phase settlement in an oven (B).
Figure 16. Oil viscosity before and after aging process at 45 ◦C.
4.4.8. Pressure Response Observations
Figures 17–19 represent the pressure response of selected core flooding experiments described in
Table 9. Figure 20 describes the pressure behavior of the experiments described in Table 10. As can
be seen, the pressure response is nearly the same for both the secondary-mode brine flooding and
bump-rate injection. Figure 18B presents an exception of the measured pressure data. A slightly higher
but unstable pressure was observed. One explanation could be the presence of small air bubbles in the
pipe that connects the pressure sensor (experimental artefact). Overall, pressure trends for all flooding
experiments are about the same. A significant increase in pressure was observed for polymer flooding
after brine flooding for all experiments, resulting in an increase in pressure until the breakthrough.
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Figure 17. Pressure drop versus PV (pore volume) injected for T6 core plug (A) and T5 core plug (B).
Red color represents the experimental data for secondary mode injection of brine flood, green color
shows the experimental data for bump rate while yellow color is for the tertiary mode injection of
polymer flood. Blue line represents the data smoothening function. 2*SSW is the formation brine.
Figure 18. Pressure drop versus PV injected for T8 core plug (A) and T1 core plug (B). Red color
represents the experimental data for secondary mode injection of brine flood, green color shows the
experimental data for bump rate while yellow color is for the tertiary mode injection of polymer flood.
Blue line represents the data smoothening function. SSW is the formation brine.
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Figure 19. Pressure drop versus PV injected for T7 core plug. Red color represents the experimental
data for secondary mode injection of brine flood, green color shows the experimental data for bump
rate while yellow color is for the tertiary mode injection of polymer flood. Blue line represents the data
smoothening function. SSW is the formation brine.
Figure 20. Pressure drop versus PV injected for T10 core plug. Cyan color represents the experimental
data for secondary mode injection of brine flood, yellow color shows the experimental data for bump
rate while red color is for the tertiary mode injection of smart mode injection of modified water
(SSW+2SO4−2) and green color for quaternary mode polymer flood. Blue line represents the data
smoothening function. SSW is the formation brine.
5. Conclusions
Based on the experimental investigation and the evaluation of the obtained results, it can be
concluded that the proposed sulfate-modified water application helped to reduce remaining oil
saturation (ROS) significantly (11.42-17.2% original oil in place).
Combined evaluations of fluid–fluid interfacial interaction measurements lead to the conclusion
that a spiked amount of sulfates in the injected brine allowed a stable ionic interfacial layer to develop at
the oil–brine interface. This stable layer formed due to the ionic reaction between oil polar compounds
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and ions in the brines, which turned into fluid–fluid interaction to contribute the additional oil
recovery. Later core flood experiments proved that the injection of sulfate-modified water disturbed
the established rock–oil–brine (ROB) ionic equilibrium in the reservoir. This disturbance caused
detachment of the oil phase from the rock surface, and sulfates developed an interfacial layer at the
interface. This improved the fluid interface, helping to produce continuous oil flow and hence reduce
the ROS.
Furthermore, it can also be concluded that the chemical compatibility between injection and
formation brines is essential to design the modified water. With SSW as formation brine, SSW+2SO4−2
injection resulted in the lowest ROS. With 2*SSW as formation brine, SSW+4SO4−2 injection resulted in
the lowest ROS. This relationship is due to ionic interaction between divalent cations in the formation
brine and sulfate ions of the injection brine. Moreover, the role of potential determining ions (PDI)
(Ca+2 and Mg+2) in the formation brine and removal of non-PDI (Na+1) in the injection brine is also
significant in ROS reduction.
Looking at the synergies and benefits of sulfate-modified water with polymer flooding, the lowest
ROS was achieved after the secondary mode of modified water and tertiary-mode polymer flooding.
Finally, the addition of sulfate when designing sulfate-modified water worked perfectly, resulting in
less ROS. However, polymer solutions should not be prepared in modified water. A higher amount of
sulfates can make the solutions sensitive to mechanical degradation and hence higher viscosity loss.
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Abbreviations
A Polymer viscosity after injection through core flood pipe-system till core plug
B Polymer viscosity before injection core plug
BF Brine flood
BR Bump rate
DR Degradation rate of polymer solutions (%)
IFT Interfacial tension
IFV Interfacial viscoelasticity
PDI Potential determining ions
PF Polymer flood
Q Injection rate
ROB Rock–oil–brine
ROS Remaining oil saturation
SSW Synthetic sea water
SSW+2S Synthetic sea water doubled with sulfates
SSW+2S Synthetic sea water quadrupled with sulfates
SW Modified Water
TDS Total dissolved solids
FB Formation brine
kg Permeability to gas
Kb Permeability to brine
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